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Abstract---Basic research in information management, software
architecture,
human
factors,
traffic
prediction
and
transportation planning is necessary to manage the integration of
millions of disparate computers and sensors, in a high mobility
environment, into a collaborative system. This system will then
enable solutions to a set of transportation problems ranging from
autonomous real-time routing and navigation, to autonomous
driving, to inferring driving patterns via data mining. In this
paper, this information architecture is discussed together with
several innovative applications.
Index Terms—Software, Transportation, Detectors, Vehicles
I.

E

INTRODUCTION

xcess congestion cost the United States economy over $67
billion in 2000 from fuel and wages alone [1]. Adding
more roadways does not appear to be a viable option, either.
Only half of the roads necessary to compensate for the
increases in congestion were added between 1982 and 2000
[2]. There is not enough space, money, and public approval
for all of the roads that would be needed to alleviate
congestion.
Steps can be taken to reduce these mobility problems. For
instance, an increase of just 4% in the number of ride-sharing
vehicles would have been enough to offset 2000’s increase in
urban congestion [3]. Information technology (IT) providing
widely available, real-time, reliable information is the
foundation for implementing strategies to improve roadway
conditions. This is evident by examining related projects in
Japan, Germany, and Singapore.
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The Vehicle Information and Control System (VICS), a
government-sponsored system in Japan with a 10-year track
record, is one example of how information technology can be
used to improve driving conditions [4].
Via VICS
communication networks, drivers receive information on
traffic congestion, travel times, accidents, construction, and
parking. This allows Japanese drivers to make informed
decisions about their travel routes. There are currently over 6
million VICS-enabled cars in Japan.
An inter-vehicle communications system called FleetNet is
being developed by a consortium of private companies and
universities in Germany [5][6].
FleetNet, funded by
Germany’s Federal Ministry for Education and Research,
focuses on mobile ad hoc radio networks; applications include
emergency braking notification, vehicle platooning, and traffic
information distribution.
Currently, one of the most advanced information
technology-based transportation systems is found in
Singapore.
It has electronic road pricing, price-based
suppression of auto use, real-time surveillance of arterial road
speeds, advanced traffic signal control and online traveler
information systems, plus an advanced mass transit system.
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) Centers of
Excellence are funded by the U.S. Department of
Transportation (USDOT). The USDOT also sponsors the
Intelligent Vehicle Initiative, which focuses on safety [7], and
the National ITS Architecture, a framework for the integration
of ITS into existing transportation systems [8].
Computer systems technology is rapidly evolving to a
state characterized as “ubiquitous” computing, the situation
where processors are so commonplace that few are even
aware of their existence. In the future, there will be an almost
unimaginable diversity of computational resources available—
wireless networks, online databases, embedded processors,
powerful sensors, communications satellites, etc.—and
“smart” devices of various types will know how to connect
with and utilize these diverse resources.
Like today’s systems, such devices and their software will
need to negotiate the ever-present tradeoff between resource
consumption and the quality of results. In other words, as any
cellular phone user knows, the availability of resources varies
tremendously. Thus, to function effectively, these devices
will have to be “tunable”; they need the capability to adjust
themselves to the resources at hand, producing better results
as more resources become available. And their performance
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should not be significantly affected by alternative resource
paths, and should degrade gracefully as resources become
unavailable.
Computerized transportation systems are the epitome of
this ubiquitous computing environment, so it is critical for
them to be tunable and adaptable.
II. INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE TOOLKIT
To facilitate the development of a truly general
transportation information architecture, a toolkit of very
specific advanced capabilities is required. The most important
forward-looking capabilities are discussed in this section.
A. Sensor fusion and computer vision
This part of the toolkit requires the development of
algorithmic and systemic solutions for vehicle and trajectory
recognition based upon the fusion of heterogeneous
information. Another required objective is to incorporate a
capability for machine learning that will gradually improve
system performance in accord with experience.
Several theoretical approaches are available for developing
methods of information fusion. Alongside traditional Bayes’
decision theory [9], which employs conditional probabilities,
there are approaches such as Dempster-Shafer theory [10] and
Possibility Theory that are founded on fuzzy logic [11] and
conjunctive and disjunctive fusion. A comparative evaluation
of the utility of these approaches to vehicle recognition
applications is needed, however. In addition, a new approach
is needed for fusion-based image analysis that differs
considerably from conventional approaches that are based on
aggregating different but direct measurements of the same
image pixels. By contrast, this approach is based on much
more advanced representations of image data.
The
information sources are derived from various advanced image
processing and analysis algorithms that yield higher-level
descriptions of image and other data sources. For example,
employing detailed feature descriptions is more effective than
simple gray level data. Such techniques were recently used
for face recognition (q.v. [12], where recognition is based on
skin color, shape, and Gabor signatures), and for labeling
human body parts [13]. It may be possible to attain a much
higher degree of statistical independence and therefore much
improved recognition from high-level descriptions compared
to fusion of low-level pixel data.
Not all of the information sources considered here for
vehicle recognition are visual. Visual shape and color
information can be augmented with other sensor information,
such as the signatures obtained by road-embedded
electromagnetic or strain-gauge sensors when vehicles pass
over them.
B. Wireless networking
Collaborative wireless communications among mobile
vehicles and between vehicles and the infrastructure are
required by many computerized transportation applications. It
is generally perceived that wireless Mobile Ad hoc
Networking (MANET) could be adapted to support such
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collaborative communication paradigms under which a node
(vehicle or fixed node) could send messages to a destination
node beyond its wireless transmission range by using other
nodes as relays or routers. MANET routing protocols can be
either topology-based or location-based. Topology-based
routing can be either proactive (e.g., [14]), with each node
maintaining updated routing to other nodes through periodic
exchange of routing information, or reactive (q.v. [15]), with
the routes to destinations being created only when desired by
the source node. Location-based routing is characterized by
packet forwarding based on the physical locations of nodes
(e.g., [16]), so it requires a location-detection mechanism such
as GPS, and a location service [17], to enable the source nodes
to determine the locations of the destination nodes.
Traditional MANET routing protocols are not suited to the
high mobility features of vehicular networks. For deployment
in vehicular networks, topology-based routing protocols
would require a large number of routing states and incur large
routing overheads for updating topology changes.
Furthermore, routing is often data-centric with group
communications referenced by attribute-based names, rather
than being node-centric with communications referenced by
global node identifiers. For example, a vehicle would be more
interested in querying which locations ahead have average
speed below a specific threshold, rather than the average
speed of a particular vehicle.
Further research on communication paradigms for
vehicular networks that take advantage of emerging standards
such as the CALM network architecture [18], and support the
mobile point-to-multipoint paradigm via a dynamic adaptive
multicast tree based on geographic forwarding is required. A
multipoint-to-point paradigm via a different tree with merge
points between the source and sink nodes can be supported.
The tree-based routing schemes are enabled with reactive
localized-rerouting to counteract topology changes. When a
node detects that the designated node for tree-based
forwarding is inactive, it will switch to the dynamic localizedrerouting (DLR) mode with location-aided forwarding. The
use of mobile agent technology (MAT) to support the DLR
mode also needs to be investigated.
C. Traffic prediction
Travel times and congestion levels on a road link are
usually predicted using multiple variables (e.g., day of week,
time of day) combined with historical traffic records, real-time
loop detector flow and occupancy data, probe vehicle travel
times, road construction reports, weather sensors, etc.
However, existing work on traffic prediction (see for example
[19][20]), routinely ignores or oversimplifies two factors. The
first factor is interference between road links. Namely, the
conditions on a given link are unlikely to be independent of
the conditions on adjacent links. E.g., congestion caused by
an accident will block not only the associated link but also the
“upstream” links and nearby local streets as well. Initial work
in this area includes [21] and [22]. The second factor is traffic
caused by special events such as sporting events and rock
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concerts.
The effects of interference can be incorporated as follows.
For each road link L, the traffic prediction of L is based on a
multivariate time series that is merged from the history travel
time records of L and those of its neighbors. Here, there are
two approaches to predicting the merged multivariate time
series. The first utilizes neuro-fuzzy networks (e.g., [23]); the
second employs the ARIMA (AutoRegressive Integrated
Moving Average) model [24]. For incorporation of special
events, a software agent that is able to collect automatically,
from web sites, spatial and temporal information on the events
is needed. A third approach involves the integration of
behavioral information.
In summary, techniques that provide accurate traffic
prediction by incorporating road link interference and special
events are possible.
D. Cost Models, Auction and Negotiation
Market-based mechanisms will radically alter the
economics of resource and service management in the
transportation systems of the future. Resources will range
from communications bandwidth, to road sensors, to the lanes
in a road system, and services will include capacity planning,
congestion pricing [25], and/or direct requests like “speed up
my travel time for fee or barter.” Traditional centralized
approaches (which need complete state information and a
common management policy) or decentralized consensusbased policies are inadequate for dealing with the complexity
of the transportation system. In contrast with conventional
cost models, pricing based on user demand and the supply of
resources is the main driver in competitive economic models.
Thus, it should be stressed that travelers are in competition
with other travelers, and resource and service providers are in
competition with other resource and service providers [25].
Robust cost models are needed to estimate demand and
trade resources. These models should build on the value
pricing experiments of TEA-21 [26], on emissions-trading
work, and on basic stock market concepts to develop cost
models that account for the costs of obtaining information,
travel time, fuel consumption, crashes, and externalities.
These in turn can be used to explore more innovative pricing
structures that then allow auctions and the trading of
resources, plus negotiation among travelers. An example of
such negotiation is the trading of lane space or travel time for
money. This will lead to a priori high-speed lane designation,
and/or the dynamic/spontaneous formation of such lanes.
Dynamic high-speed lane formation can be achieved via a
centralized, automatic trading system, or via negotiations
between neighboring vehicles. Ride sharing cost models
should also be analyzed.
Consider travelers who want to transfer to a faster route for
the current advertised price. This action could eventually
slow down this route, forcing the manager of this resource to
increase its price in order to reduce traffic density and to
maximize its utility. The new price could be prohibitive for
some travelers who could then require compensation, and they
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also might transfer to more attractive routes. But the
increased demand engendered for these new routes may in
turn lead to unacceptable congestion levels, and so on. This
chasing around for an equilibrium point lends itself to a whole
gamut of game-theoretic approaches [27] and taxing
mechanisms, including auctions, bargaining, and arbitration,
where various parameters (such as price and current
congestion levels) can be used to regulate road system
utilization to achieve overall net efficiency for travelers.
Game-theoretic paradigms can use our preliminary work
[36][37][38] on managing on-demand resource and service
allocation
in
competitive
or
priority-differentiated
transportation environments. Travelers use a utility model
(e.g., a function of the desired congestion level and price), to
specify their resource and service requirements and preference
parameters, and brokers will provide strategies for choosing
appropriate resources that meet user requirements. The
brokering approach circumvents the obvious drawbacks of
negotiation in real-time situations by requiring that travelers
reveal their true interests only to the broker, who then
determines solutions with full knowledge of all users’
interests. A broker is part of the distributed mobile serviceoriented computing of local brokers, and both broker-broker
and broker-traveler interactions follow the Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
paradigm [39][40].
The problem of on-demand resource allocation has been
studied extensively, and solutions (some Pareto optimal) in
both engineering and economics have been proposed [41]. In
most proposed solutions, concern is limited to net efficiency
measures—measures of the global good or social welfare that
accrues to a population of travelers based upon the access
policies and cost models of providers, assuming that the
travelers reveal their true utility [42][43]. A more realistic
assumption is that travelers may elect at times to tilt utility in
their favor, out of greed or possible malice. The impact of this
type of information asymmetry on overall system performance
needs further investigation. In addition, the performance and
robustness of our mechanisms over several other dimensions
needs to be assessed, including:
(i) fairness, the extent to which all travelers in symmetric
roles are treated equally over repeated interactions;
(ii) robustness, since a robust arbitration mechanism is
impervious to manipulation by a user;
(iii) privacy and anonymity, where an arbitration scheme
does not reveal anybody’s interests;
(iv) computational efficiency, the time it takes an arbitration
scheme to arrive at a decision.
Our earlier mechanisms [36][38] are limited to a specific
number of users, and satisfy some or all of these measures,
thereby providing a toolkit of broker policies. One challenge
now is investigating scaling conditions. E.g., using utility
forecasts to provide a priori probabilities to brokering
mechanisms planning possible resource allocations. Another
challenge is how to use pricing strategies to incorporate
supply side and resources allocation [25][26] in a real-time
dynamic market place. Resource and service owners need
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price generation schemes to rationalize and increase system
utilization, and protocols to support competitive price
decision-making.
E. Real time maintenance, prediction and generation of
spatio-temporal information
A trajectory is fundamental for representing spatiotemporal information about a moving object. A trajectory is
modeled as a sequence of (location, time) pairs indicating the
location of a moving object at various times. It may represent
a future motion plan, or a trace of past motion (e.g., the trace
obtained by a GPS receiver). Both the location and the time
can be given at different levels of granularity. E.g., for ride
sharing the location values could be street intersections,
whereas for collision avoidance a location could include the
exact position on the lane. Trajectory information can be used
in real time as well as for archival and data mining purposes.
And sensor values (e.g., readings from shock absorbers) can
be associated with each (location, time) pair.
The problem is devising a set of mechanisms and linguistic
constructs for easy, natural, and efficient manipulation of
trajectories and other spatio-temporal information (such as
traffic information generated by static sensors on roads) when
developing applications. These mechanisms will include
spatio-temporal query languages, indexing, similarity
retrieval, and joins for collision course detection and ride
sharing. These mechanisms need to be combined into a
trajectory data-blade, i.e., an extension of an existing Database
Management System (DBMS) that handles the trajectory data
type. An example of a data-blade operator is trajectory
approximation. Such an operation may be important for data
reduction and privacy protection (a user may provide her
approximated trajectory, but not the exact one). Line
simplification for trajectory approximation is examined in
[27], as compared to the wavelet approach (e.g., [28]) and
others. Another operator would aggregate trajectories based
upon a given similarity function.
An additional functionality is location/trajectory
prediction. This is an important operation when a vehicle v
needs to know its future trajectory (so that, for example, it can
be passed to other vehicles to indicate when/where to deliver
information to v). One trivial possibility is for the driver to
always enter her destination at the beginning of a trip.
However, this is not always feasible, and the driver can often
be released of this burden. For example, based upon periodic
patterns (e.g., home-to-office travel) the trajectory can be
learned automatically. Learning such trajectories necessitates
the detection of periodic patterns in GPS traces. One
approach to solving this problem is to (i) segment a trace into
stationary and moving sections, (ii) translate the GPS points
into a finite set of symbols, and (iii) employ an existing
symbolic-patterns technique. There has recently been interest
in a similar type of learning (e.g., [29][30]), but the problem is
still very much open. A different approach to prediction may
involve heuristics based on statistical information, and other
rules of thumb.
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The toolkit will also need to include strategies that address
the magnitude of data using data reduction and compression,
aggregation, and aging methods. For interoperability with
current and future applications the data-blade can be extended
to deal with ontology-based semantics for flexible data
sharing [31], building upon our recent work.
In summary, the toolkit will need to include a trajectory
data-blade that performs spatio-temporal database operations,
as well as approximation and prediction. Examples of queries
supported in this data-blade include: retrieve the location of
the next gas station (which can be sensed by vehicles passing
the station), or retrieve the average speed a mile ahead. This
data-blade can be built upon the related work [32][33][34].
Spatial databases and temporal databases have been studied
separately in the extant literature, but their combination in
real-time databases for high mobility is beyond the current
state of the art.
III. APPLICATIONS OF THE TOOLKIT
In the sections that follow, three concepts are examined
that make use of the information architecture toolkit discussed
above. Each of these concepts provides a real-world example
of how such a toolkit could be used to improve traffic
conditions dramatically.
A. Intelligent Traveler Assistant (ITA)
One application of the information architecture toolkit
discussed in the previous sections is the intelligent traveler
assistant (ITA) concept. The ITA [44] is a software system
running on handheld computers networked to a traffic
information center, see Figure 1. It provides the capability to
plan multi-modal routes for its user. The traveler will enter a
desired destination and any intermediate destinations into the
ITA, which will then formulate several plans to get the user to
these destinations. These plans will be listed on the ITA,
sorted and filtered by the user’s saved preferences, together
with the associated trip costs, estimated pickup times, and
estimated arrival times. Each trip planned may be multimodal in nature with the following types of trip segments:
dynamic ride sharing, taxi sharing, bus, train, ferry, or
automobile. The ITA will make use of wireless Internet
technology [45] to send and receive real-time traffic
information, and to receive up-to-the-minute locations of
public transportation vehicles, transit schedules, and arrange
for payment of fares. The Global Positioning System (GPS)
will be used to track the user’s current position for use in
route planning and also as a means of assessing traffic
conditions.
The ITA will make use of the toolkit for: (i) sensor fusion
to merge together travel information, (ii) wireless networking,
(iii) traffic prediction to obtain the best routes for the expected
traffic conditions, and (iv) cost models. It will be tested
within the Gary-Chicago-Milwaukee USDOT priority
corridor, which is large and complex enough to ensure that
effects of noise, error, and limited resources are properly
addressed. The corridor hosts several agencies that provide
real-time GPS locations for buses and trains. Its travel
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information center is co-located with the Gateway [46] and
Ride Match System 21 [47]
The ITA will be distributed as software to users who
provide their own devices, wireless connection, and GPS
receivers. Several releases will take place, with additional
capabilities added with each release. Release 1 will include
static routing using a single mode of transport; release 2 will
add transit schedules, ride sharing and congestion based
routing; release 3 will incorporate dynamic ridesharing, realtime transit information, and use the ITAs as traffic probes.
Release 4 will add traffic prediction, car/taxi sharing, and fare
negotiation.
Analysis of ITA trajectories and route planning logs can be
used to determine success, as measured by (i) the number of
positive choices made (e.g., ride sharing vs. a single occupant
trip), (ii) the time saved compared to an ad hoc plan, and (iii)
anticipated vs. unanticipated waiting time.

Global Positioning
System
Inter-City Rail

Internet
Ride Share
Partners

Intra-City
Rail

Travel
Assitant

Buses

Ferries
Central Travel
Information Computer

Figure 1. ITA Concept
B. Small Scale Autonomous Driving (SSAD)
The next application of the toolkit is the small scale
autonomous driving (SSAD) concept. The problem of
autonomous, unmanned, vehicle driving has been studied
extensively. There are two basic approaches to solving this
problem, both of which are sensor oriented, meaning that the
unmanned vehicle is equipped with sensors to detect,
understand, and navigate in its environment. In one approach
the highways are also instrumented (intelligent highway
approach), whereas in the other they are not. The sensors’
objective is to detect and navigate around static and moving
obstacles.
The SSAD concept aims to exploit recent
developments in pervasive computing and Mobile Ad hoc
Networks (MANETs) to greatly simplify the obstacle
detection problem.
Given detailed enough maps that represent the road
network, the problem of sensing the environment reduces to
that of sensing neighboring vehicles. Neighboring moving
objects have the incentive to collaborate in order to avoid each
other, and they can communicate via the emerging technology
of ad hoc networks. Thus each vehicle can broadcast to its
neighbors not only its present location (the information that

the sensors approach aims to detect), but also its motion plan
in the future. This enables anticipatory and predictive
navigation, which can better avoid congestion and accidents.
Thus, using accurate maps and short distance wireless data
communication, each vehicle can navigate based on a detailed
database that contains static and dynamic information about
the immediate environment. The dynamic information is
represented by a trajectory database that models the current
location, speed, and motion plan of neighboring vehicles, and
is continuously revised based on communication with them.
The problem of sensing the environment is greatly simplified,
and replaced by the problem of real-time, accurate
maintenance of the trajectory database in an unmanned
vehicle.
As described, the feasibility of this approach depends on
all the vehicles on the road system (or certain designated parts
of it) collaborating (i.e., communicating their trajectories).
However, if this is not the case, the approach can be employed
to enable an advanced-cruise-control (that delegates driving to
a human in certain situations). For example, suppose that not
all vehicles communicate trajectories, but that all are equipped
with a transmitter/receiver of their vehicle ID. This means
that each vehicle continuously transmits its ID, and is able to
sense every other vehicle that is closer than a certain distance
(but not necessarily know its location, speed, or trajectory). In
other words, a vehicle can participate in one of two levels of
collaboration, high or low. At a high level the vehicle
communicates its trajectory, and is capable of autonomous
navigation based on trajectories received from neighboring
vehicles. At a low level it only communicates its vehicle ID.
In this scenario, as long as all the neighboring vehicles are at a
high level of collaboration, vehicle navigation is autonomous,
as outlined above. However, the receiver in a given vehicle x
continuously monitors the environment to detect vehicles at
the low level of collaboration. If such is detected, then
navigation of x is delegated to the human driver.
The objective here is to determine if and how this database
of trajectories can be maintained, in real time, at the level of
accuracy that is necessary for autonomous driving. The
SSAD concept makes use of the toolkit for wireless
networking, mobile data management, real-time control,
adaptability, context awareness, resource discovery, and game
theory.
C. Multi-Vehicle Cooperation (MVEC)
The last application of the information architecture toolkit
to be examined here is the multi-vehicle cooperation (MVEC)
concept. The MVEC concept groups together communicating
vehicles. The an MVEC equipped vehicle will contain a
laptop,
a
GPS
receiver,
and
vehicle-to-vehicle
communications equipment. The objective of the MVEC
concept is to demonstrate query processing in a mobile
environment. In a group of MVEC vehicles, the vehicles will
travel on the highway, in live traffic, in a convoy with an
average distance of 200 meters between successive vehicles.
They will process queries of the type “what is the average
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speed one mile ahead?” Processing such a query involves
wireless mobile multi-hop communication, and mobiledatabase collaboration.
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